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Rich Fabina

From: judy [judy@mltlab.com.tw]
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2009 11:41 AM
To: Rich Fabina; jesse@mltlab.com.tw
Cc: customerservice
Subject: Re: www.AmericanTCB.com ATCB007611 | K9L3301P2 | 2439A - 3301P2 |  | K9L3301P2

_ATCB007611

Dear Rich, 
  
1. Please provide more information on the automatic transmissions from this transmitter.  Neither the operational description nor the user 

manual exhibits contain any information on the automatic transmissions from this transmitter.  Only the test report shows it transmits 

automatically every 35.6 seconds but there is no mention of how long each transmission lasts and how long these automatic transmissions 

continue.  Both the FCC and IC have restrictions on the length of automatic transmissions and the silent time between each automatic 

transmission. 
MLT: the length of each transimission is 437.5ms and the silent time between each automatic transmission is  35.1 seconds. 
  
2. Please provide a description of the differences between each model number being approved for IC.  If these model numbers are electrically 

identical, state so but also provide a description of the differences between each model number.  
MLT: had revised and upload file to ATCB website 
        
3. Please provide an IC label for all of the model numbers being approved in this application.  Only a model number SKY-3301P2 is shown 

in the submitted label.  IC requires a separate label for every model number being approved.  
MLT: had revised and upload file to ATCB website 
  
4. Please provide a letter to IC requesting confidentiality of the same exhibits that you want the FCC to hold confidential.  A sample letter to 

IC is attached to this email.  Be sure this letter bears a handwritten signature.  
MLT: had revised and upload file to ATCB website 
  
5. IC is now investigating whether the information for the Canadian Representative listed in an IC application is accurate.  ATCB is 

suggesting that you provide a letter from the Canadian Representative that states they accept the responsibility for being the Canadian 

Representation on this application for IC: 2439A-3301P2 (See attached example letter from our application forms).  This letter should be on 

company letterhead paper so IC can verify the company name and address.  The letter should also contain the telephone number and fax 

number of the Canadian Representative listed on the IC application form and it should be signed by this individual.  Please note that this is 

not a requirement for IC.  It is merely a suggestion at this time.  If you do not accept ATCB’s suggestion, it may delay the appearance of 

this device on the REL in Canada because IC will check with the Canadian Representative before the device is listed on the REL in Canada.  

Providing the above letter may result in faster listing of this device on the REL in Canada.  Please acknowledge if you do not intend to submit

the above suggested letter.  
MLT: cause the time is rush, we will provide the document on next project. 
  
6. Please provide an amended IC application form that contains the following information:  
(a) a handwritten signature on pages 1 and 2 of the IC application form (IC requires handwritten signatures on the application form),  
(b) the type of service on page 1 should be New Family not Single,   
(c) the type of equipment on page 2 (use the pull-down menu on the ATCB form to select the equipment type that best describes this device 

– Remote Control Device is more accurate),  
(d) R. F. power in Watts should be left blank for low power devices whose limits are expressed as a field strength (The field strength entry 

below covers this item),  
(e) The emission designator should be filled out (this device uses a 99 % bandwidth of 31.55 kHz so the emission designator should be 

something like 31K6L1D.  See TRC-43), and  
(f) The highest value of the transmitter spurious worst case emission (It is not the same value as the fundamental field strength).  
MLT: had upload file to ATCB website 
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Judy 
MAX LIGHT TECHOLOGY CO., LTD 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Rich Fabina  

To: jesse@mltlab.com.tw ; judy@mltlab.com.tw ; hermann@mltlab.com.tw  

Cc: customerservice@atcb.com  

Sent: Friday, May 15, 2009 4:06 AM 

Subject: www.AmericanTCB.com ATCB007611 | K9L3301P2 | 2439A - 3301P2 | | K9L3301P2_ATCB007611 

 

Regarding www.AmericanTCB.com application:  
ATCB ID: ATCB007611  
FCC ID: K9L3301P2  
IC: 2439A - 3301P2  
TCF:  
Account name: MLTLAB  

The attached contains a request for additional information on the above referenced application. 

The other attachments are explained in the request for addition information. 

 
Rich Fabina 
Examining Engineer 
American TCB 
email: rfabina@atcb.com 
USA direct phone: 703-635-2881 
USA Corporate: 703-847-4700 
USA Corporate fax: 703-847-6888 
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